Love Notes

At the [PP health center], staff were very kind. I liked that I was

Keep up the fight and know you are not alone.

...and dedication in our neighborhood. Saying thank you is not

of California and how appreciative I am for your presence

if it could be accepted. It's hard to know what to do now and

When the Supreme Court draft decision was leaked, I thought

I drive by the PP on El Camino Real (in Redwood City) almost

Please read Prof. Michele Goodwin's most recent New York Times essay here:

moon, and the pathways to freedom."

-- such as the rise of white nationalism — that, just a few years ago, many

finding their way to us. Just last week, one of our health centers provided care

a new Reno facility that will triple our capacity in that region, and expanding

and Stacy described the affiliate's expansion plans, including adding licensed

Roe

On July 6, we welcomed more than 500 registrants to a webinar, "After the

and supporters of the LGBTQ+ community for

'a appointment,'" Sabrina said. "I want to get to know them, as humans."

finding the best solution. "Allowing the patient to elaborate more on their

symptoms gives them more time and space to talk and opens up trust," she

said she saw the experience as an excellent opportunity: "I believe this was

the reason they came in. "I try not to think of them as a 'diagnosis' or an

pressure readings. Morgan and Sabrina were also excellent during the

Donors make our series of 2022

We registered more than 1,500 people, engaging donors, volunteers, and

Our VP of Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion also spoke with us about how our

departments — or without our generous donors!

Designer (Y-LED) and Youth Participatory Action Research project,

we are expanding that care in a post-

In a state where many assume there are no obstacles to care,

...deserts" in a state where many assume there are no obstacles to receiving this

Right now, we are prepared to serve 250-500 more abortion patients every

week — and that is not only for patients who come here from outside California. 

who live there still have no access to abortion care within about 50 miles.

...who need and deserve equal access.

...in California."

v. Wade

The Big Picture

We have challenged the notion that telehealth only improves access to patients in

able to take time off work or can't get child care."

Appreciation for PPMM staff, from donors and supporters

These are stories about how our amazing staff is
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